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DeAigm and Production 

My Favourite 
Marianne Hargreaves makes her choice. 

Canterbury Painting in the 1990s 
A major exhibition celebrating the breadth and diversity o j  
Canterbury painting in the last decade. 

With Spirit: Don Driver - 
A Retrospective 
A retrospective ojNew Zealandl most signijcant 
assemblage artist. 

Canterbury Vignette Series 2000 
A series ofexhibitionsfeaturing Canterbury artistsfrom 
the 19th and 20th Centuries. 

Symposium 2000 

Michael Shepherd 
illusory and enigmatic paintings that re-interpret and challenge 
New Zealandj early social history. 

Michael Reed 
A serier ofprint worksfocusing on the civil conflicts ofthe 1990s. 

New Gallery Update 
A new report on the project and fundraising. 

Exhibitions 

Coming Events 

Friends of the Gallery 
A look at what's happening outside normal Gallery bours. 

David Chin 
This issues stafpr$le. 

Looking Back 
The  First International Gnome Convention. 

Cover:Target,1997 Don Driver. Collection of theartist. Photographed by Bryan James 



Dnting this winter quarter, we are 
achowkdging the McDougaIl's great debt 
t~ Bill Sumn, with a commmorative 
installation of 26 works on paper kom 
the 1930s-19811s that reveal his superb 
slraughx:smans~p, whether in drawingsI 
prints, watm~olours or calligraphy, His 

iwppwt ~f this &stitution thrmghout hi6 &,&j his very 
gemmxu bequese, ensvre that this former Patron of our 
Erigruds will nm be hrptten, and an exhibitian area in his 
name amd dedicated to Canterbury art, wilI be established in 
the new Gallery. 

Our series of Canterbury Vignette exhibitions, surveying 
key artists Emm the setri.emenr"s early clays to the present, 
colztinues with Grace Butler (1886-k%2), who was best 
h w m  6ix her msurroajn landrcap - In parti&, the alpine 
&vide araund Arthur2 Pass, 

Archibald F n d  N i d  (1886-1953) who was also one of 
Gmmbuqh premier'plein air' landscape painters, follaws. 
He was also a highly suceessfbl studio portraitist, and 
an itthential teacher for twa gemrations of students and 
&&3w &ts. 

The find Vignette, combines the works of Richard 
Wdwrk (18$2-1955] and his wife, Elizabeth Wallwork 
(1883-2%9]. Far over Gfky yeara afthe fast century, Richard 
id EE&& Wdwwk wmked as pr~fessiod artists in 
C+mmM, iPo11owIng their arrival &om the United Kingdom 
ia 1911, aad Richard was &a a much respected teacher and 
art administrator+ Ebabeth.'s work focused on portraiture, 
p M y  of women d children, while Richard pursued a 
more imagWve and ill-& style. 

As in d of our Vieme d i k i o a s ,  we itre most grateful 
br the loan ofprivate works* which have complemented and 
, e & m d  those &am anr own ctlllectiotr. 

W&;lel S W r d  at the Aanex fed- seventeen m k s  
pwhc@d in the last decade, a d  drawn again from both 
public and private eohctions, Shepherd's illusory, enigmatic 
rand exqclisirefy rendered paintings Pook to the past, using 
takmiques mastered by a r h x  in the 17th century, and also 
'kok hadc GO early New Zedand his- which has long 
fascinated him, for their themes, 

Lac$ printmaker Michael Reed hllows with a 
tr~forrnati~opl of the Annex - his multi-&a hstallation, 
protesting armed conflict in: the 199@, eEectively creates a 
bmle zone. 

meh Spirit: Don Drivm, A Retrqeciive 1961998 highlights 
ehe work of an artist who has aroused controversy an$ debate 
Lr over thirty pars, mt least in Taran&, where he has fitred 
for mow of his lifk 

In his art, prosaic objects such as doormats, abandoned 
toys urd firm implements, cordtine to bnn unexpected visual 
assockrim, sometimes rnenaeing,,sometirnes humourous, 
and almost always splendidly idiosyncratic! 

Please enjoy! 



~ a r i a n n e  Hargreaves 

c-- 
Untitled A4,1984 Don Peebles. Collection of Robert McDougall Art Gallery 

One of my earliest memories of touring 
exhibitions at the McDougall was an 
exhibition of Contemporary French 
tapestries in 1971. I can still remember 
the awe I felt as I stood in front of the 
huge works that seemed to fill 
the entire gallery spaces with their 

wonderfbl colours and bold d;esigns - ;hey had presence! 
This work, Untitled A4, also has a presence - an 

immense physical presence. It is not a work that you 
can walk past without responding to, The sheer size of 
the voluptuous folds of canvas wants to envelop you, I 
have always been drawn to textural qualities in works 
of art - this can be achieved in many ways, but in this 
work the stitched folds of the canvas with their 
wonderful painted surfaces speak volumes about the 
essence of colour and the variations that can be 
achieved in monochrome. The raw edges of the canvas 

give the work strength and enhance the physical 
quahties. The rhythm that the folds create is altered by 
the shadows that fall at random within the piece. What 
category does it fall into - sculpture, painting, or fibre 
work? The fact that it is untitled allows the viewers to 
make their own judgement on it. 

Last year on a trip to London I saw a retrospective 
exhibition by Lucio Fontana - a master of abstract 
minimalism - it was one of the highlights of my art 

experiences, His work is quite different to that 
of Don Peebles because it is stretched taut in the frame 
to allow the slash of the canvas to become the texture 
of the piece, yet both artists celebrate the sensual joy 
and pure expressionism of the canvas in a way that 
sends shivers down my spine, 

The final interpretation of the relief piece is left to 
you as the viewer, but for me the grand presence of it 
evokes many moods - enjoy it when it is on view. 





Between 2 June to 6 August 2000, the Robert McDougall Art Gallery 
will showcase the work of thirty four artists, all of whom, at some 
stage, resided and produced art work in the Canterbury region during 
the last decade, As a successor to the Canterbury Perspective 
exhibitions, which documented the development of Canterbury art 
from the 1850s to 1990, this exhibition will explore the breadth and 
diversity of contemporary painting during the 1990s. It will present 
a selection of painters both emerging and established, abstract and 
representational, expressing a wide range of concerns and themes. 
More than twenty of these artists will be represented by work from 
the Gallery's permanent collections and paintings by other artists will 
be borrowed from art  institutions, dealer galleries and private owners. 

Canterbury Painting in the 1990s contributes to the on-going 
dialope concerning artists' varied relationships with Canterbury, 
initiated by previous exhibitions at the Robert McDougall Art 
Gallery, such as Here and Now, (1988), Recognitions, (1991), Prospect 
Canterbury, ( I % ! ) ,  Dr i j  North, (19%) and Skywriters and Earthmovers, 
(1998). An examination of the connections between painters and 
Canterbury in the 1990s provokes a different understanding of place 
and its importance within the context of their work. The artists' 
relationships vary from a life-long association, to a period of study, or 
teaching, at the School of Fine Arts at the University of Canterbury 
and a transitory experience, such as a residency, which may have 
contributed to experimental developments in their work. 
Christchurch has been constant in the lives of Alan Pearson, Don 
Peebles andTony de Lautour, whereas to itinerants Kim Pieters, Luise 
Fong and SCraphine Pick, it will have made different impressions. 

In addition to examining the influence of new technologies and 
pre-Millennial culture, Canterbuy Painting in the 1990s also illustrates 
the multi-faceted nature of the work produced in Canterbury over the 
last decade. Varying individual approaches to abstraction, fbr example, 
can be seen in the works ofJulia Morison, Don Peebles, AUan Pearson 
and Luise Fong. An interest in negotiating and re-contextualising New 
Zealand history is revealed as  a significant theme in the work of 
several Canterbury artists (such as Bill Hammond, Grant Takle, 
Rudolf Boelee, Tony de Lautour and William Dunning) since 1990, 
yet the combination of their very personal styles and the use of 
idiosyncratic repertoires of iconography have resulted in works which 
are extremely distinct in appearance and effect. It is this very diversity, 
coupled with excellence, which indicates the continuing health of 
painting in Canterbury, and suggests a bright future post-2000, 







I He has often blumd the boundaries between swlpfum and painting, 
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Archihald Nicoll(1886-1953) 1 July - 6 August 

Grace Butler (1886-1962) 10 June - 13 August 

In 1947 when Archibald Nicoll 

1 was asked his philosophy of 
art he replied: "My philosophy of 
painting hardly amounts to 
a philosophy at d but is 
something much simpler than 
that. To set down selections of 
shape and colours of objects seen 

, , 
in nature has for most of my life 

1iC5 Y been a normal natural thing to 
do. One hopes always to be seeing (and feeling) more 
and better, and getting something of it fixed in a drawing 
or painting with what skill and cunning can be brought 
to the job" (Year Book of Arts 1947). 

In the period between 1920 and 1950 Nicoll became 
both Canterbury's premier plein-air landscape painter 
and studio portraitist. As a teacher he exerted a strong 
influence on at least two generations of artists. 

To Nicoll, observation in both landscape and 
portraiture was fundamental and firmly structured, 
giving much attention to tonal contrasts and fresh clear 
colour reinforced by bold, sure, gestural brush strokes, 

Born at Lincoln in 1886, Nicoll received his primary 
art training through attending night classes at Canterbury 
College School of Art from 1905-1907, while working as 
a shipping clerk. In 1908 he moved to AuckIand to take 
up a teaching position at Elam School of Art, but 
resigned in 1910 to pursue further studies in Britain. 

He initially attended classes at the Westminster 
School in London before moving to Edinburgh, where 
he studied at the Royal Scottish Academy of Painting 
Sculpture and Architecture and at the Edinburgh 
College of Art, where he taught between 1913-1914. It 
was during this time that he began exhibiting at the 
Royal Academy London. 

Nicoll was on a return visit to New Zealand in 1914 
when war was declared. He enlisted soon after arrival 
and the following year went on active service at first in 
Egypt, then in France where he was wounded at the 
Battle of the Somrne resulting in the loss of his right leg. 

Following his return to New Zealand in 1918, he 
resumed teaching art at the Wellington Technical College, 
then from 1920-1928 as Director of the Canterbury 
College School of Arts. It was in these years that he 
established himself as a major Canterbury landscape 
painter. He was also much in demand to carry out formal 
portrait commissions, including a wide spectrum of 
prominent persons in the church, law, education, rmlitary, 
and business as well as the arts, 

His strong desire to spend more time painting 
encouraged him to resign in 1928 but, by 1934, he found 
it difficult to maintain a stable income for his family &om 
painting and rejoined the staff of the School of Art, 
where he remained teaching until his retirement in 1945. 

Nicoll became a member of the Canterbury Society 
of Arts in 1905 and was for many years a prominent 
member of its council serving two terms as president. 

H e  was also on the advisory committee of the 
Robert McDougall Art Gallery and the committees of 
the New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts and National 
Art Gallery. 

In 1932 he was awarded the Bledisloe Medal for 
landscape painting. In 1948 he received the OBE for his 
services to Art. 

He continued to paint up until the time of his death 
early in 1953. 

Although several portraits will be included in the 
exhibition, it is Nicoll's activity as a landscape painter 
between 1913 and 1950 that will be the principal focus. 

Bryndwr looking towards the Port Hills,c,1938 Archibald F. Nicoll. 



Over more than f Z y  years of last century Richard 
and Elizabeth Wallwork worked as professional 
artists. Richard was a much respected teacher and 
art administrator. 

Elizabeth focused on portraiture and Richard 
on the imaginative, anecdotal narrative and 
illustration, Both shared an interest in the human 
figure as a subject, and occasionally the landscape, 
which they explored in a variety of media. 

Richard Wallwork was born in Stretford, 
Manchester in 1882 and his wife Elizabeth (neC 
Donaldson) at Broughton in 1883. Both attended 
the Municipal School of Art Manchester from 
1899-1906. 

In 1906 Richard became a student at the Royal 
College of Art in London and, over the following 

four years, he was the recipient of several prizes 
and scholarships including a travelling scholarship 
to Europe. 

Elizabeth enrolled at the Slade School, London 
in 1906 where she was considered a promising 
student and like Richard, she was the recipient of 
several awards and scholarships. 

By 1910 both artists were living back in 
Lancashire, where Richard had a teaching position 
at Liverpool Mount Street School of Art. Both had 
begun exhibiting at the Royal Academy Paris 
Salon and regional galleries. That year they also 
married and Richard was appointed life master at 
Canterbury College School of Art, 

Within a short time of their arrival in New 
Zealand in February 1911, they began exhibiting 
their work in Christchurch and elsewhere. 

At the School of Art Richard quickly 
encouraged the teaching of graphics, particularly 
etching, and laid the foundations of that discipline 
in the school and became a much respected 
teacher. In 1928 he became Director of the School 
of Art and administered it successfully through 
some of the most difficult years of its history. 

Both Richard and Elizabeth Wallwork were 
working members of Canterbury Society of Arts 
from 1911. Richard served on the council of the 
society for several terms and was elected president 

The Drover, c.1928 Richard Wallwork. 



Fortune, c.1925 Elizabeth Wallwork. 

from 1927 to 1928, He exhibited regularly beyond 
New Zealand, mostly in Britain and Australia, and 
was commissioned to do a 9 metre mural for the New 
Zealand Court at British Empire Exhibition, 
Wembley in 1924. 

In contrast to Richard, whose painting had to be a 
part-time pursuit, Elizabeth had by 1920 established 
herself as a professional portraitist and maintained a 
studio at her home in Gracefield Avenue. 

During the 1920s and 1930s she developed a 
reputation for her portraits, particularly of children 
and women, in both pastel and paint and occasionally 
in miniature. Like Richard, Elizabeth continued to 
also exhibit beyond New Zealand. 

Richard lived for ten years after his retirement in 
1945 and was survived by Elizabeth who died in 1969. 
Both continued to paint up until shortly before their 
respective deaths. 

During the years that they lived in Christchurch, 
the Wdwork's made a huge contribution to the art 
community in many ways and were highly regarded as 
professional artists. 

As this is a combined exhibition it will be a little 
larger than the others in the Vignette Series and, like 
the other six exhibitions, will include works from both 
public and private sources, 



As part of the Colloquium project, the 

Robert McDougall Art Gallery, in 

association with the University of 

Canterbury, will host Symposium 2000, 

an international conference from 

10 - 13 November 2000 on post-object 

and performance art in New zedand 1 i 
from the 1970s and beyond 





McDougall Contemporary Art Annex 
30 June - 13 August 

This exhibition will feature seventeen works produced two lots of three minutes. They had carried out two brave 
between 1992 and 1999 by Auckland-based artist Michael deeds within the space of half an hour. And his life was over 
Shepherd and is drawn from both private and public by 1917, All I was left with was this shadowy st& of 
collections. Shepherd's illusory, enigmatic and exquisitely memory itself and my own pseudo-attempts to bring this to 
rendered paintings look to the past for both their technique life". Shepherd contrasts the minute realism of his paintings, 
and subject matter. The early social history of New Zealand and his unswerving attention to historical detail, with this 
has long held a fascination for him, and he has found fertile inability to authentically represent the past, as seen in Treaty 
ground fbr inspiration within the relationships, conflicts and (1996). Featuring official-looking seals and signatures, the 
cultural negotiations of Maori and Pakeha, In Tbe Nervous document Shepherd depicts is, in fact, meaningless, as the 
System, by Allan Smith, Shepherd stated that this", . .obscure, wording becomes indecipherable against the darkening 
fought over history" allowed him to". . .ride the boundaries surface of the'aged' document, 
between art, geography sociology and history Shepherd was born in Hamilton in 1950 
(creating) a model through which time and 

ofhirpaintink and graduated with a Diploma of Fine 
narrative might plausibly be depicted." drliberateb' mphaske the Arts (Honours) from Elam, University of 

Using techniques mastered by artists in absence 'fwhat th9~u'I'ort Auckland in 1979. In 1982, he was awarded 
the 17th century, and often working from to rrcau' luith subtfe a Queen Elizabeth Arts Council Travel 
photographs and historical documents, 'nuding tbegraduai Grant, which he used to study 17th century 
Shepherd's work is an oblique kind of history tram'ation 'truth' over ofhirtOricaf time. Dutch painting materials and techniques 
painting, which acknowledges the inevitable in Amsterdam, Shepherd has exhibired 
failure of any attempt to definitively record the past. Many throughout New Zealand since his first solo show at Denis 
of his paintings deliberately emphasise the absence of what Cohn Gallery, Auckland, in 1980. His work has been 
they purport to recall, with subtle details alluding to the purchased for private collections within New Zealand and 
gradual translation of historical'truth' over time. internationally, and is held in most major national public 

The artist became particularly aware of this phenomenon collections, including those of Te PapaTongarewa, Auckland 
when researching the life of his great-uncle who fought at the Art Gallery and the Robert McDougd Art Gallery. 
Battle of the Somme in 1916. As described in Lands and 
Deeds, (1996) by Gregory O'Brien, Shepherd's great-uncle FELICITY MILBURN 

and ".. . another man had entered New Zealand history in 

Foxing-Surrender of WilliamThompson, 1996 
Michael Shepherd. Courtesy of the artist. 



Michael Reed 
I 

McDougall Contemporary Art Annex 
18 August - 1 October 

In July and August this year, local printmaker Michael Reed Reed's banner works - horizontal rows of silk screen- 
will transform the McDougall Contemporary Art Annex printed bandages - present compelling and emotiveWbinding 
with a multi-media installation protesting armed conflict in statements" about the impact of war. The blood red 
the 1990s. The space, which will be activated by screen statements summarise Reed's major concerns in a bold and 
printed bandages and loose hanging wallpaper with repetitive uncompromising way, reinforced by the clarity of the 
designs, constructs a battle zone, symbolising the civilian typeface. The cotton crepe bandages are pinned to the wall 
casualties of military invasions/evasions and appropriately (a metaphor for uncompromisingly pinning down the facts) 
marking the end of what has been called the bloodiest and pulled taut to the point of haying, symbolising the extent 
Millennium in history, to which these printed facts stretch credibility, 

In order to express his belief that1'the admirable aims of Michael Reed was born in Christchurch in 1950. He 
the United Nations and its first world hierarchy are, completed a Diploma of Fine Arts (Printmaking) at the Ilarn 
regrettably, under-pinned by duplicity and self interest", Reed School of Fine Arts, University of Canterbury in 1969 and a 
strategically employs text and colour in his Diploma of Teaching in 1972. Reed has received 
work and emphasises aspects of the process of 

qace' which wV be numerous awards since 1970. including the Jean 
printmaking. The 'shopping mall' language of smenpnted Herbison Award in 1998/99 and a grant from 
promotion; the language of termination, the 

ban* and loose the Queen Elizabeth I1 Arts Council in 1991. 
banging wa@aper His artwork is held in both public and private listing of world-wide conflict in the 1990s and repetitive deigns 

the concise phraseology of the paradoxical collections in New Zedand and private 
operation of the United Nations have been collSfrucfs a battZezone+" collections overseas, and he has participated in 
iitegrated into Reed's works. The limited palette of black, 
white and red is symbolic of truth and blood and also alludes 
to the earliest printing pigments and the development of 
print fbr both protest and propaganda. Reed has also adapted 
elements of indigenous and Hispanic culture into the design 
for his wallpaper works. He was influenced by the cut-out, a 
Mexican folk art practice, and the festivities of the Mexican 
Day of the Dead, Dia de Muertos, which incorporates older 
indigenous traditions. A daisy-chain series of silk-screen 
stencils, with the recurring form of the skeleton, makes an 
uncomfortable reference to the swastika and the magnitude 
of the casualties of all wars, both global and civil. 

many group exhibitions including Aotearoa to &twerp, (1998), 
State Bank of Belgium, Belgium; Part oftbe Furniture, (1997), 
Robert McDougall Art Gallery, Christchurch; Print and Paper, 
(1993) Kurashiki Public Art Gallery, Kurashiki, Japan and 
McDougall Contemporary Art Annex, Christchurch and Five 
New Zealand Printmakers, (1991) Memphis College of Art, 
Memphis, USA. Reed currently teaches printmaking at the 
Christchurch Polytechnic. 

"Binding Statements1', 1998 
Michael Reed. Collection of the artist. 



Update on the new Christchurch Art 
Gallery project and fundraising campaign 

Helen Clark,Tony Preston, JudlthTizard 

With pleasure I can report that we are close to completing the 
Resource Consent process, to be followed by the commencement of 
the tendering phase - all on schedule, thus far! 

Visitors continue to comment favourably on the design and 
materials, and the most significant of these recently was the Prime 
Minister herself, the Right Honourable Helen Clark who, with Judith 
Tizard (Associate Minister of Arts, Culture and Heritage) and Tim 
Barnett (MP for Christchurch Central), spent nearly an hour 
exploring details of the new Gallery designs. In the light of our 
application for Government funds, it was a particularly timely and 
reassuring meeting which I am pleased to say showed the Prime 
Minister's great interest in (and knowledge of) the project. 

I believe we have every reason to feel positive that our modest, 
realistic (and deserving!) bid will have her support. 

The project has also received heartening encouragement from all 
the Mayors of Canterbury, whose combined letter in support of the 
project has again been acknowledged positively by the Prime Minister. 

1 
Our Major Gifts and Community Gifts Fundraising Committees 

have continued to work indefatigably to raise donations and pledges, 
which including the Community Trust grant and recent bequests, 
now total over $5,9million! 

Corporate sponsors, whose pro bono services have greatly enhanced 
the efforts of our fundraising, include Strategy Advertising & Design, 
Chapman Tripp, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Perpetual Trust, 
Glasstower Public Relations, Versatile Buildings and Montana Wines. 

Our sincere thanks and appreciation are extended to all our 
supporters! 

P. ANTHONY PRESTON 
DIRECTOR 

Ge~n&tie Combinulillmg IEldSWmt~ibn i~n assamiialian~ 
with 
md 

REVELATIONS AND REVOLUTIONS: 
THE 20TH CENTURY EXPERIENCE 

IN ART AND ARCHITECTURE 





Leonard Booth 11879- 1974 
18 May until Ei3 Jwre, M a h  GaWy 
  he first exhibition of one v4 Canterbury's early 
graphic artists. 

Uneasy Spaces 
ti May u M  25 June, Contemporary Arf Annex 
A group show of New Zealgnd artists exploring the 
cnnee~iual and ahvsical boundaries af saace. 

Canterbury Painting in the $ 9 9 0 ~  
2 June unti! 6 August, Main Gallery 
A major exhibjtion celebrating the breadth and diversity 
of Canterbury painting between ?MI and 2000. 

Clraee Butler (1886-10612) 
10 June until I3AqwsC Main Gallery 
An exhibition of one of New Zealand's notable 
'20th Century alpine landscape painters. 

Michael Shepherd 
30 Jwne -MAwgost, Contemporary Art Annex 
Exquisitely rendered, illusory and enigmatic paintings f s m  
1992-1999 re-interpret and challenge New Zealand's early 
social histor$ 

~Lhiba ld  Niootl 
I July until CiAugusl, Main Galhry 
An infl&ntial plein-air tandscape painter and 
skudio portraitist. 

Michael Reed 
18August until I Ocfober, Conkmfiorary ArtAnnex 
A series of raw and compelling print works focusing on the 
d v l l  nonfticts of the 29913s by local print artist Michael Reed. 

Richard & Elizabeth Wallwark 
26Augusf until 24 September, Main Gallery 
A combined exhibition of them highly regarded 
Canterbury artists. 





Montana Sunday Event- Lecture. Visiting Japanese sculptor and 
sound artist, Miks Ebata wEll speak on her works. 
reache& Preview-With Spirit: Don I3river.A Retrospective. 
Please use the NigM Entrance from RoNeston Avenua. 
After Dark-Talk About ArtQpm. Dawid Chin wHT give a fbortalk on the 
Don Driver exhibition. Entry by a $5 donath, which includes wineand nibbles. 

mi? Marble $brh,6,1925 Richard V .,.... ~ r k .  
Cdlectlon of the Robert McDougali Art Gallery. 



I ! 3 The Friends of the Robert McDougall Art Gallery is a membership organisation that 
helps enable the Art Gallery to preserve and present its extensive collection of art 
works. The benefits of the Friends are designed to bring you closer to the Art Gallery. 
Whether through Special Previews for the current special exhibition, or through the 
use of the many talks and guest lectures, Friends can enjoy special exhibitions or share 
in the Art Gallery's permanent collections with friends. For more information about 
the benefits ofjoining this organisation phone (03) 379 4055, write to PO Box 2626, 
Christchurch, or pick up a brochure at the Gallery. 

Ah bl ' The AGM of the Friends of the McDougall Art Gallery was held on 31 March. The 
31 March I following were elected to the Executive Committee: Marianne Hargreaves (President), 

1 Robyn Usher (Vice-president), Anne Watt/ Rebecca Garside (Secretary), Peter Gregg 
' (Treasurer), Will Cumming, John Jones, Dick Lucas, Margaret Luisetti, Helen Peate, 

I Kate Rivers, Mark Stocker, and Val wsely. 
I 

We would like to thank the retiring members for their help and support over a number 
I of years - Philippa Dobson, June Goldstein and John Vial. Philippa organised the 

Speaker of the Month for many years and did an amazingjob in finding interesting and 
stimulating speakers as well as hosting the sessions. June Goldstein initiated and 
organised the LocArt Tours for many years and found information on all sorts of artists 
and collectors in the Christchurch area. We would also like to thank Mark Stocker who 
has been president for 3 years and is continuing as an advisor on the present committee. 

Andrew Dnmmond Dainv cpnnn 

The speaker for the AGM was Andrew Drurnmond - Head of Sculpture at the 
University of Canterbury and a practising artist himself, He spoke about the p r o j e a k  
Barns' which he was involved in last year. This took place in Southern England with a 
number of invited artists doing site-specific works in deserted barns in the countryside. 
His work incorporating woollen insulation material, steel structures and sheep noises had 
great references to New Zealand and the environment he was working in and continued 

I his own definitive practice. The slides gave us a wonderfd insight into the work - and it 
I was much more rewarding to see them on a large scale &er trying to interpret the work I 
I from the small images on the website! He also discussed the work he has done for the Art 

Bridge project fbr Turning Point 2000 and it was interesting to hear the processes through 
which an artist has to go for a public work, As always Andrew was an informative and 
enthusiastic speaker and all those who attended lefi much more enlightened. 

I I 5 The membership of the Friends continues to grow and we hope that we are offering 
a variety of programmes, so that each member will find something to meet their needs. 
As a sub-committee of the Friends Executive, the After Dark group offers alTalk 
About Art'session on the last Wednesday of the month at either the main Gallery or 
the Art Annex, with a speaker discussing the exhibition that is currently on show. The 
Gallery also has a Sunday tak on a relevant topic, If you have any suggestions for other 
events or programmes, please don't hesitate to pass on your suggestions. 

I) $ The Friends of the McDougall Scholarships awarded at the AGM went to the following 
students: Lynne Bendall and Amy Mac Kinnon from the Art History Department at 
the University of Canterbury and Jenny McBride from Christchurch Polytechnic, 

4 irlyt :. . ;-- 
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LI-) I-& Jenny McBride,Amy Mac Kinnon and Lynne Bendall 



year, It would be wrong to single out any speaker for special praise, so 
let's thank them all: Dean Bluck made us think, Sharon Mazer encrossed us " 
with wrestling, Greg Newbold was scholarly &d passionate, Heather Busch 
delighted Friends, Martin Trusttum was stylish, Elizabeth Moody theatrical, 
Dave Moore drove us into passions about our own cars, past and present, and 
as I write, Professor Beaven still awaits us and will no doubt greatly stimulate our 
palates! If we run the programme again, it will revert to its original, winter 
scheduling. Any further suggestions or comments from Friends wodd be welcome. 
Our thanks go to our kind sponsors and especially to Ann Betts for the time and 
trouble she took with the programme. 

James Dobson, Information Technology Officer for the London Millennium Dome 
Project - and son of Philipa Dobson, gave us a bcinating overview of the building of 
the dome and using slides, described the many fascinating attractions inside. 

He said Greenwich Peninsula was chosen as the site because it is theNhome of time". 
The 180 acres of land used was formerly occupied by a gas works - full of poisons 
in the soil and cold with bitter winds."One hundred feet above the top of the dome 
is Siberia" he said. Funding came from Lottery grants and sponsors, The circular 
dome took three years to complete and is made of teflon-coated glass fibre held in 
place by 12 masts which were erected by abseillers. 

The dome has the biggest roof in the world and a volume that would take Niagara 
Falls 10 minutes to filI. It could hold 1800 double decker buses, 13 Albert Halls or 
the EifEel tower on its side. The central stadium seats 12,000 and it is here that the 
spectacular millennium show with its trapeze artists, dancers and amazing visual 
effects continues to inspire the millions of visitors who arrive by special trains. 

There are 30 different eating places, information centres, a prayer centre and 900 
toilets which are flushed with water recycled from the roof of the dome. The main 
attractions are the 14 ditrerent zones. In the Body Zone one rides in an elevator up 
through a pink sculpture of male and female forms, entering through the elbows. 
Arriving at the heart one can watch blood pumping - not for the faint-hearted! 
There is a Learning Zone with a computer under every tree; a Mind zone, and 
Money Zone where one is given £1M to invest, An electronic Play Zone, a Talk Zone 
devoted to communication using future technology, a Work Zone and a welcome 
Rest Zone - a mental flotation tank where one can switch off and chill out. There is 
a possibility that the dome will continue to operate as it is for the year 2001 as well. 
Suggested future uses are for a film studio or a home for the Charlton Football Club. 

We are grateful that James gave us some of his brief time in Christchurch to share 
his experience and inform us in such an entertaining way. 
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$jesley ~ k s t o n ,  hosted a v i d  busload of Friends instead of the stated maximum of $ggy 
'Gwenty. While Lesley (a gallery guide) talked about the paintings and other art objects -'Y *.-A x:>n -- F 

I technique derived from the-differing methods of s;ephen Gleeson and Sam g ah on, g?fi:i 
. - 

1 ~ o m ~ l e m & n ~  tht exquisite pale green celadokglazed translucent porcelain were $: 2~4  

Weather precluded a ramble around the lovely garden, Several hours of the Perry's 
generous hospitality had given us an outing to remember with pleasure. 

JUNE GOLDSTBIN 

g LocArt f Ngaio Marsh House Wednesday 12 July, Colin McLachlan, chairman of the Ngaio k Marsh House and Heritage Trust will lead a party of 15 Friends on a guided tour of 
the former home of Dame Ngaio, Her furniture, paintings, photographs and books 
have been placed exactly as she had them. Colin's informed enthusiasm will bring her 
home to life for us and give a fascinating insight into the activities of this remarkable 
woman - a world renowned writer of classic detective novels, distinguished painter 
and brilliant director of Shakespearian productions. Ngaio dedicated much of her 
working life to the theatre. A video of Ngaio will be shown at the end of the tour. 

Please lrieet Val Wisely at the ho t  of Sherwood Lane (second turn left off Valley Road) 
at 9:45am, $5.00 per person, limit of 15 people. Phone 379 4055. 

I !  : 
encer Bower -'"The obiectives of the Foundation are to encourage and promote emerging painters - -- 

and sc;lptors in New Zealand with a particular~mphak on the future of artistic 
potential. It was the intent of Olivia Spencer Bower to assist artists or sculptors 
showing talent so that they could pursue their own particular visual art form for one 
year free from the necessity to seek outside employment, but is not to be used for 
overseas travel. 

The Award is therefore intended for emerging artists, not established artists, 

Two awards will be made. One for 2001 and one for 2002. 

In addition, the Foundation has entered into a joint venture arrangement with the Arts 
Centre of Christchurch, where each Fellow has the option of the free use of 
accommodation and a studio during the tenure of the award. Some conditions apply 
to this option, Each award will be $30,000 net. 

Application forms are available from: 
TheTrustees Olivia Spencer Bower Foundation, C/- NZ GuardianTrust, 
PO Box 9, Christchurch. Applications close 30 June !2OCO 

I 
On Sunday 20 February the McDougall Gallety 
presented a special parade for young designers in 
conjunction with the Best of Wearable Art exhibition. 
Thirty school children made and designed their own 
wearable art and paraded their artistic creations at the 



David Chin 
With a Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Art History & 
Theory and a Bachelor of Commerce with Honours in 
Marketing Management it is hardly surprising that the Art 
Gallery's Marketing and Publicity Officer, David Chin, is 
equally fascinated by images, words and statistics. 

David's dynamism and drive have already raised the Gallery's 
profile enormously, but the fd impact of his initiatives will be 
increasingly evident as we move towards the new Gallery 
opening in March 2003. His interest in intbrmation technologies 
and their application in the art gallery environment has been 
greatly enhanced by an internship at Philadelphia Museum of 
Art, and his currency in technology frontiers is establishing 
innovative goals and practices that should make the new 
Christchurch Art Gallery an international leader. 
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R O B E R T  M c D O U G A L L  A R T  G A L L E R Y  & A N N E X  

Botanic Gardens, Rolleston Avenue, 
PO Box 2626, Christchurch, New Zealand. 

Phone (+64 3) 365 0915, Fax (+64 3) 365 3942 

GALLERY HOURS 
lOam until 5.30pm - Summer 

(from Labour Weekend to Easter inclusive) 

lOam until 4.30pm - Winter 
Admission by donation. Free guided tours available. 


